
Seeds of Faith Preschool Scope and Sequence by Class
All Classes are taught by Certified/Qualified Teachers

Class Language Phonics Numbers Bible Music Skill 
Development

2 year old’s -Language and 
listening skills-
99 topics, 
rhyming, songs

-Letter songs -Count 1-25, 
number 
concepts 1-10 
(counting 
objects
-number 
recognition
-proper 
sequence

-18 Old 
Testament, 22 
New 
Testament, 7 
Holiday lessons
-26 scriptures

Letter and 
numbers, 
improve 
coordination-
use motions-
keep time with 
words, 
activities to 
spark children’s
interest-animal
sounds, placing 
their name in a 
song, hand 
motions, etc.

-Recognize 8 
colors
-recognize 4 
shapes
-Apply proper 
color
-Gluing
-Taping
-Coloring in the
lines

3 year old’s Language and 
listening skills-
99 topics, 
poems, songs

Recognize 
letter sounds 
and shapes
-trace, letter 
songs

Review counting
1-25, count 26-
30
-review number
concepts 1-10 
-add number 
concepts 11-15
-counting 
objects
-number 
recognition
-proper 
sequence

-18 Old 
Testament, 22 
New 
Testament, 7 
Holiday lessons
26 scripture 
review from 
two year old 
class

Letter and 
numbers, 
improve 
coordination-
use motions-
keep time with 
words, 
activities to 
spark children’s
interest-animal
sounds, placing 
their name in a 
song, hand 
motions, etc.

-Recognize 8 
colors
-Recognize 4 
shapes
-Comprehension
questions
-Gluing
-Folding
-Coloring in the
lines



Class Phonics Reading Language Handwriting Numbers Developmental 
Skills

Bible

4 year 
old’s

-Vowels 
(short and 
long sound) 
& 
consonants 
-blend 
consonant 
and vowel
-one and 
two vowel 
rules, 
double 
consonant 
rule, one & 
two vowel 
words 
phonetically

-Apply rules 
and sounds, 
comprehension
, sight words, 
follow along 
while reading

Build skills:
-accuracy
-expressive 
reading
-smoothness
-appropriate 
pace

-99 
language/listening
-topics
-Poems
-Games
-Acting out 
stories

-Correctly 
write 
lowercase and 
capital letters
-handwriting 
posture
-proper pencil 
hold
-writing first 
name

-recognize 
numbers/conc
epts 1-2
-count to 100
-write 
numbers 1-20
-patterning 
and 
sequencing
-comparing

-playground, 
community, & 
home safety
-nutrition
-hygiene skills
-visual 
perception 
(ex. 
Separating 
items in 
groups, hidden
shapes)
-connecting 
dots
-matching
-coloring
-tracing
-cutting
-fine motor
-gross motor
-step-by-step 
directions
-hand/eye 
coordination

-18 Old 
Testament
Stories
-22 New 
Testament 
stories
-7 Holiday 
stories
-
memorization
of 26 verses 
and “The 
Lord’s 
Prayer”


